Abstract

This paper applies the data mining techniques in the area of data cleaning as effective in discovering Constant Conditional Functional Dependencies (CCFDs) from relational databases. These CCFDs are used as business rules for context dependent data validations. Conditional Functional Dependencies (CFDs) are an extension of Functional dependencies (FDs) which captures the consistency of data by supporting patterns of semantically related constants. Based on the hierarchy between FDs, CFDs, and Association Rules: Union of Association Rules are CFDs, while union of CFDs are FDs. This paper proposes the algorithms used for Association Rule discovery to be reused for CCFD Mining i.e., CFDs with constant patterns only. Three algorithms for CCFD mining namely CCFD-FPGrowth, CCFD-AprioriClose, and CCFD-ZartMNR are provided in this paper. CCFD-FPGrowth uses FP-growth algorithm to find frequent itemsets and then generates rules as constant patterns from the set of frequent itemsets using modified Agrawal Association rule Generation algorithm. CCFD-AprioriClose uses Apriori algorithm to find frequent closed itemsets and then generates rules as constant patterns from the set of frequent closed itemsets using modified Agrawal Association rule Generation algorithm. CCFD-ZartMNR uses Zart algorithm to find closed itemsets and minimal generators and then generates minimal non-redundant rules from the set of closed itemsets. Experimental results on two real-world data sets show that this approach performs well across several dimensions such as recall, runtime and scalability.
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